See HARLAN ELLISON in action—
...faster than Yuri Gagarin, more entertaining than Brigitte Bardot, funnier than Mort Sahl plus the Three Stooges...

with AL LEWIS as his second-string man—
...he's great, too!

Join the enthusiastic bidding on items like:

* The ORIGINAL COVER PAINTING by Victor Kalin for VENUS PLUS X by Theodore Sturgeon (Pyramid Books).

* The ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT for VENUS PLUS X. (The title on the ms. is "Eden Again"—and the lucky purchaser will find, at the end, the section specially written in to justify the published title.)

* The FIRST-DRAFT OPENING AND OUTLINE of VENUS PLUS X. (The proposed title at this stage was "The World My Oyster" and the plot outlined was drastically different and considerably more complex than the one actually used in the book. This is a rare opportunity to go behind the scenes and see how a book takes shape.)

* Other Pyramid Books ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPTS:

  THE GREEN RAIN, by Paul Tabori
  VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA, by Theodore Sturgeon

* Other ORIGINAL COVER PAINTINGS:

  By Ed Emsh for DESCENT INTO THE Maelstrom by Daniel F. Galouye, from FANTASTIC, April 1961 (F-Ap-C)
  By Ed Emsh for THE HIGHEST FORM OF LIFE by John Jakes, from AMAZING STORIES, August 1961 (A-Aug-C)
  By Leo R. Summers for A DUSK OF IDOLS by James Blish, from AMAZING STORIES, March 1961 (A-M-C)
  by Leo R. Summers for GOODBYE, ATLANTIS by Poul Anderson, from FANTASTIC, August 1961 (F-Aug-C)
  By Ed Emsh for FINAL MASTER by Rick Rubin, from THE MAGAZINE OF FANTASY AND SCIENCE FICTION, May, 1961 (FSF-M-C)

...plus several others.

* ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPTS from ACE BOOKS:

SLAVERS OF SPACE by John Brunner...THE SECRET MARTIANS by Jack Sharkey...ECHO IN TH. SKULL by John Brunner...TIME TO TELEPORT by Gordon R. Dickson...BOW DOWN TO NULL by Brian W. Aldiss...THE PIRATES OF ZAN by Murray Leinster...WAR OF THE VING-MEN by Poul Anderson...WORLD OF THE LAST...INDS by Robert Moore Williams...TO THE TOMBAUGH STATION by Wilson Tucker...NO MAN'S WORLD by Ken Bulmer...STAR HUNTER by Andre Norton...
More ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPTS from Ace Books:

EARTH'S LAST FORTRESS by A. E. van Vogt...THE TROUBLE WITH TYCHO by Clifford Simak...VULCAN'S HAMMER by Philip K. Dick...
FIRST ON THE MOON by Jeff Sutton...VOODOO PLANET by Andrew North...THE MUTANT WEAPON by Murray Leinster...THE SNOWS OF GANYMEDE by Poul Anderson

* ORIGINAL ILLUSTRATIONS (black and white) from Ziff-Davis:

G. Barr for DEAD WORLD by Jack Douglas--Amazing, May (A-May-1)
Summers for THE HAPPIEST MISSILE, Banks--Amazing, May (A-May-2)
Emsh for THE HIGHEST FORM OF LIFE, Jakes--Amazing, Aug. (A-Aug-1)
Adkins for THE MAN WHO HAD NO BRAINS, Sutton--Amazing, Aug.
(A-Aug-2,3)
Adkins for TONGUES OF THE MOON, Farmer--Amazing, Sept. (A-S-3,4,5)
Adkins for THE MAN WHO HAD NO BRAINS, Sutton--Amazing, Sept.
(A-S-3,4,5)
Summers for THE REALITY PARADOX, Galouye--Fantastic, Jan.
(F-Jan-1,2)
Emsh for DESCENT INTO THE HAELOSTROM, Galouye--Fantastic, April
(F-Apr-1,2)
Summers for THE VIOLIN STRING, Hasse--Fantastic, April (F-Apr-3)
Adkins for WORLDS OF THE IMPERIUM, Laumer--Fantastic, April
(F-Apr-4,5,6)
Emsh for DESCENT INTO THE HAELOSTROM--Fantastic, April (F-Apr-7)
Summers for SCYLLA'S DAUGHTER, Leiber--Fantastic, May (F-M-1,2,3)
Summers for THE GARDEN OF FEAR, Howard--Fantastic, May (F-M-4,5)
Summers for THE ARROGANT VAMPIRE, Borges--Fantastic, May (F-M-6)
Adkins for SECOND ENDING, White--Fantastic, June (F-Je-1)
Adkins for TH. CREATOR, Simak--Fantastic, July (F-Jy-1,2)
Bassford for THE FOREST OF UNREASON, Young--Fant., July (F-Jy-3)
Summers for NO HARM DONE, Sharkey--Fantastic, July (F-Jy-4)
Adkins for SECOND ENDING--Fantastic, July (F-Jy-5,6)
Summers for SOLOMON'S DEMON, Borges--Fant., July (F-Jy-7)
Adkins for THE CREATOR (back cover)--Fantastic, July (F-Jy-8)
Adkins for STRANGER IN PARADOX, Laumer--Fant., Aug. (F-Aug-1,2)
Summers for THE ROOT OF ATHOOL, C.A. Smith--Fant., Aug. (F-Aug-3,4,5)
Summers for REPORT ON THE MAGIC SHOP, Borges--Fant., Aug. (F-Aug-6)

...and many others.

* Many MANUSCRIPTS and ILLUSTRATIONS from GALAXY and IF.

* ORIGINAL COMIC BOOK ART WORK from ACTION COMICS and STRANGE ADVENTURES.

* Many FOREIGN EDITIONS of popular comic books.

* ORIGINAL COVER PAINTING by Mitchell Hooks for DONOVAN'S DILEM (Popular Library)

****And remember, this is only a partial listing. There are lots of other things worth seeing, even if you don't buy them.

And some of the funniest lines at any con are always delivered—and heard—at the AUCTION!

(Lush Press)
But one of the things I try to do with my stand-up is to break stereotypes.

Stand by definition: If you are standing by, you are ready and waiting to provide help or to take action. | Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples. We will be holding the auditions from nine o'clock tomorrow night so stand by for details. [VERB PARTICLE + for]. [Also VERB PARTICLE]. 2. See also standby. (as modifier): stand-by provisions. on stand-by â‡’ in a state of readiness for action or use. adj. (of an airline passenger, fare, or seat) not booked in advance but awaiting or subject to availability. A place to wait for taxis: A taxi stand. A stop on the tour of a theater company, a rock group, etc., esp. for a single performance: A one-night stand in the small university town. Stand by For is the debut studio album from Swedish singer and model MÅNs ZelmerlÅ¶w. It was released on 23 May 2007, debuting and peaking at number 1 on the official Swedish album chart. The album has spawned 4 top 50 singles including "Cara Mia", MÅns' entry in Melodifestivalen 2007. The album has been certified Gold with sales of over 29,000 copies. "Cara Mia" was the first single to be taken from the album and was MÅns' entry for Melodifestivalen 2007, the song took third place in the contest Standby vs. stand by. The one-word standby works as a noun, an adjective, or an adverb. It's correct in the phrase on standby, meaning ready and waiting. By contention, the one-word form doesn't work as a verb. When you need a verb meaning to stand beside or to be at the ready, use the two-word phrase stand by. It takes a lot of work to build, maintain, and improve a site like this and all the wonderful content you're about to enjoy. We and third parties use tech like cookies to make this happen.